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Executive summary
Canada´s Biojet fuel Supply Chain Initiative (CBSCI)
set a goal to demonstrate the supply of biojet fuel using
existing airport fuel infrastructure. The project is enabled
by the Green Aviation Research and Development
Network (GARDN) and was implemented by leading
players from the Canadian and international aviation
sector: Air Canada, Ascent, Boeing, BioFuelNet, CAAFI,
IATA, McGill University, NRC-CNRC, Queens
University, SkyNRG, Transport Canada, University of
Toronto, and Waterfall Group.
Structural use of biojet fuel in Canada will require efforts
in multiple areas, including the development of domestic production capacity and a stable demand signal. A
pre-requisite for the development of such a domestic
supply chain is the demonstration of a successful biojet
supply; a demonstration made in the context of using
the commingled fuel infrastructure of a major Canadian
airport. Previous biofuel flights in Canada were refuelled using a completely segregated system that relied
on bowser trucks for on-airport storage and refuelling.
This fuel delivery method is inefficient and increases the
biojet price premium.
The approach taken in this project leverages existing
biojet production capacity to demonstrate integration
with existing airport fuel distribution systems in Canada.
For CBSCI, 71,000 litres of neat biojet was produced
from used cooking oil at the AltAir Fuels refinery in
California. The fuel was blended at the production site
with Jet A1, creating a 30% biojet blend ratio, and
certified according to quality standard as conventional
jet fuel (ASTM D1655). The blend was then transported
by rail to Toronto where it was unloaded into the commingled fuel farm at Toronto Pearson Airport. Finally,
aircraft were refuelled from the hydrant pits following
normal fuelling procedures. Air Canada, as the project’s
airline sponsor, is credited with the biojet usage (and its
environmental benefits) via an accounting methodology,
though the physical biofuel molecules were used in
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all planes that refuelled in Toronto terminal 1 at that
time. It is estimated that the biojet was utilized within a
24-hour period.
This project demonstrated that:
1. biojet can be supplied into the commingled fuel
infrastructure at major Canadian Airports without
technical concerns;
2. biojet can be utilized by members of an airport’s fuel
consortium without significant additional administrative and operational procedures if the fuel arrives
pre-blended;
3. environmental attributes of biojet can be allocated to
specific airlines and flights via an accounting methodology; and
4. CBSCI can generate emerging best practices for biojet
introduction in Canada.
Looking forward, to optimize biojet supply chains it will
be preferable to select a blend location that is close to
the airport or one situated at an integration point with
the conventional jet fuel supply chain. In this project
the relatively small volumes (compared with fuel use at
Toronto Pearson) and timing (single day fuel release)
did not justify leasing tank capacity. For continuous
biojet introduction on a larger scale, the business case for
dedicated biojet storage can be justified. The pre-airport
storage terminals in Hamilton would be a logical location to blend the biofuel for Toronto Pearson Airport.
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Abbreviations and definitions
ASTM = American Society for Testing and Materials
Originally known as the American Society for Testing
and Materials, this international standards organization
develops and publishes voluntary consensus technical
standards for a wide range of materials, products,
systems, and services. ASTM International works with
aircraft and engine manufacturers, government authorities and fuel suppliers to set the standards for aviation
fuels such as the required characteristics for jet fuel.

EI 1530 = Quality assurance requirements for the
manufacture, storage and distribution of aviation fuels
to airports. EI/JIG 1530 provides a standard for maintaining aviation fuel quality from production, through
sometimes complex distribution systems, to airports.
It provides mandatory provisions and good-practice
recommendations for the design/functional requirements
of facilities and operational procedures.

ASTM D1655 = Standard specification for aviation
turbine fuels. Jet fuel used in commercial aviation should
meet this specification

HEFA = Hydro-treated Esters and Fatty Acids. The
technology to treat triglycerides and fatty acids with
hydrogen under increased pressure and temperature to
convert them into hydrocarbons

ASTM D7566 = Specification for Aviation Turbine Fuel
containing synthesized hydrocarbons. Annex 2 contains
the specifications for HEFA jet fuel. Table 1 contains the
specifications for HEFA jet fuel after blending with fossil
jet fuel.

JIG = Joint Inspection Group. Established by numerous
oil companies that share jet fuel infrastructure en route
to and at airports, Joint Inspection Groups develop
standards and guidelines which govern the operation of
the shared fuel infrastructure.

ATA 103 = Standard for Jet Fuel Quality Control at
Airports, used in the US, and developed by A4A (formerly known as ATA, Air Transport Association)

RCQ = Refinery Certificate of Quality. The Refinery
Certificate of Quality is the definitive original document
describing the quality of an aviation fuel product. It contains the results of measurements made by the product
originator’s laboratory and all the properties listed in the
latest issue of the relevant specification. It also provides
information regarding the addition of additives, specifying both type and amount. Moreover, it includes details
relating to the identity of the originating refinery and
traceability of the product described. RCQs shall always
be dated and signed by an authorized signatory.

CBSCI = Canada’s Biojet Supply Chain Initiative
COA = Certificate of Analysis. A Certificate of Analysis
may be issued by certified or accredited independent
inspectors or laboratories and contains the results of
measurements made of all the properties included in the
latest issue of the relevant specification. It does not, however, include details of the additives previously added.
It shall include details relating to the identity of the
originating refiner and to the traceability of the product
described. It shall be dated and signed by an authorized
signatory.
CSA B836 = Canadian guideline for storage, handling
and dispensing of aviation fuels at aerodromes
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Biojet = Sustainable Aviation Fuel. In this project
‘Biojet’ is used as a synonym to SAF.
UCO = Used Cooking Oil
US / USA = United States of America
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Aviation’s biggest challenge is to decouple the growth
of the industry from the expansion of its environmental
footprint. To this end, the sector has embraced an
ambitious strategy to reduce carbon emissions, eventually working towards a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions
by 2050. In 2012, the Canadian aviation industry
and the Government of Canada signed the voluntary
Action Plan to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Aviation. This Action Plan sets a target of improving
fuel efficiency by an annual average of 1.5 percent, from
a 2008 baseline, until the year 2020. At the same time,
the Action Plan strives toward an aspirational goal of
improving fuel efficiency on an annual average basis by 2
percent until 2020, from a 2005 baseline. To reach these
short and long-term goals, improvements in different
areas are required. The largest long-term contribution
will come from switching to alternative fuels that have
significantly lower CO2 emissions over their lifecycle.
Though still nascent, the biojet industry has made
progress in biojet production capacity and use. There is
currently a transition from intermittent biojet usage and
batch production, to continuous production and usage
on a consistent daily basis.
Operationally, multiple biojet-fuel-powered flights
have already been carried out by Air Canada and Porter
Airlines. To advance research and development efforts,
the Green Aviation Research and Development Network
(GARDN) supports projects that further knowledge on
biojet feedstock, conversion technologies, and supply
chains in Canada. Combining operational and research
elements, the Canada’s Biojet Fuel Supply Chain
Initiative (CBSCI) seeks to remove barriers in the downstream biojet fuel supply chain while helping enable a
domestic supply chain.
Overall, the CBSCI project focusses on efficient fuel
integration. As the supply of conventional jet fuel is
highly efficient, the cost for downstream operations will
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

be prohibitive if biojet fuel cannot be supplied using
existing infrastructure. Therefore, it is essential that the
supply of biojet fuel be integrated with conventional
downstream supply chains. The CBSCI project aims to
demonstrate that the biojet fuel can be supplied using
existing airport fuelling infrastructure. Where previous
Canadian biojet flights were fuelled using dedicated
bowser trucks, this was the first time biojet fuel was
supplied using the commingled hydrant system.
1.2 SCOPE & STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
This report disseminates the learnings of the CBSCI
project to relevant stakeholders in the Canadian aviation
sector, with specific relevance to Canadian airports. The
scope of this report is confined to the use of biofuel
in the downstream jet fuel supply chain focussing on
the supply of biojet using the commingled airport fuel
infrastructure. This report is structured along the steps
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Report structure

1

Understanding the downstream supply
chain for conventional jet fuel

2

Integrating biojet fuel into the existing
downstream supply chain

3

Case study: The CBSCI supply chain
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2. Conventional jet fuel downstream supply chain
2.1 Downstream supply chain
This section identifies the elements of the conventional
jet fuel downstream supply chain. The downstream jet
supply chain has evolved into a highly optimized system

that moves large volumes of fuel with quality assurance
being of utmost importance. In Figure 2 we distinguish
four main elements in the downstream supply chain.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the downstream supply chain

Refining

2. Downstream logistics

3. Airport storage

4. Into wing fuelling

1. Quality Assurance
1. QUALITY ASSURANCE

For the safety of the aviation industry, it is essential
that jet fuel is of consistent quality based on recognised
standards. Operating practices have been established for
supply, storage, transport, testing and into wing fuelling.
These practices are standardized as jet fuel is supplied
through shared infrastructure.
2. DOWNSTREAM LOGISTICS

Downstream logistics cover the transport of jet fuel
from the refinery to the airport fuel farm as well as any
storage that might occur along the way. Depending on
the supply chain set up, this may include transport by
pipeline, rail, ship, or truck. Each of these transport
options entails different costs and specific quality assurance procedures.
3. AIRPORT STORAGE

The storage capacity at the airport’s fuel tank farm serves
to meet current jet fuel demand and ensures availability
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

of fuel in the case of short-term supply disruptions. The
fuel farm is part of the commingled fuel infrastructure
where jet fuel from different suppliers is mixed and
allocation/ownership of fuel is based on a mass balance
system.
4. INTO WING FUELLING

There are two options to deliver jet fuel to the aircraft:
Bowser truck: trucks collect fuel from the airport tank
farm and deliver it to the aircraft via on board fuel
pumping equipment.
Hydrant system: a system of underground pipes
that transports fuel from the airport tank farm to the
refuelling pits on the apron where aircraft are fuelled
and supplied with cargo, luggage, passengers, etc. Fuel
is delivered from the hydrant system into the aircraft
through use of dedicated pump trucks that connect
hydrant to aircraft.
6

2.2 Quality assurance
2.2.1 JET FUEL QUALITY STANDARDS

2.2.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE GUIDELINES

All commercial turbine aircraft operate on the same type
of kerosene jet fuel, Jet A/A-1. The difference between
Jet A and Jet A1 is that the latter is geared towards colder
climates through enhanced cold flow properties.

At large airports, many aviation fuel suppliers share the
use of fuel storage tanks and fuelling system components to avoid unnecessary infrastructure duplication
and additional cost. The Joint Inspection Group (JIG)
was established by jet fuel suppliers to develop a set
of standards to govern the operation of shared fuel
infrastructure in airports where JIG companies operate.
Usage of the JIG guidelines is not, however, limited
to jointly operated locations; any operator providing
aviation fuel infrastructure may employ the guidelines.
Most European airports today operate according to JIG
guidelines. JIG guidelines are not only applicable to the
airport’s operations (JIG 17 and 28) but also cover the jet
fuel supply chain further upstream, including refineries
(EI 15309).

The most widely known jet fuel standard for Jet A and
Jet A-1 is the D1655 Standard specification for aviation
turbine fuels1 developed and maintained by ASTM. The
ASTM committee responsible for this standard, D022, is
comprised of approximately 2500 industry professionals
and experts, including fuel producers, aircraft and engine
manufacturers (OEMs), fuel traders, consumers, and
other stakeholders.
Although the D1655 standard is designed as a global standard and is widely used, some countries and regions use
standards that while very similar to D1655 do have some
differences. European countries generally use Defence
Standard 91-0913 or the EI/JIG AFQRJOS4 (Aviation
Fuel Quality Requirements for Jointly Operated Systems,
or ‘Checklist’), Russia uses GOST 102275 for TS-1 Jet
Fuel, and China uses GB 65376 for No. 3 Jet Fuel.
Standards apply based on where fuel is uplifted. Every
batch of jet fuel, either after production or when transported further downstream, should always comply with
the specifications of the applicable standard for that
region. For example, fuel produced in the USA and used
in China would need to comply with the GB6537 for
No. 3 Jet Fuel.
In Canada, all major airports use Jet A-1 fuel yearround, except Vancouver International Airport (YVR),
where Jet A, with its higher freeze point, is used for 6
months of the year. Due to very cold climates in parts
of Canada, some small airports in the Northern regions
might occasionally use Jet B fuel which has a very low
freeze point of -60 °C, though this is generally used only
in military aviation.
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

In the US, the on-airport operations are covered by ATA
specification 10310, whereas the off-airport operations are
covered by API 154311 and API 1595.12
In Canada, all major airports operate according to the
CSA B83613 guidelines which covers the storage, handling and dispensing of aviation fuels at airports. Offairport terminals, at least those managed by Air Canada,
follow the API 1543 and 1595 guidelines. Also, the
EI1530, previously JIG 3, is available for use in Canada.
Figure 3 below shows which guidelines cover relevant
parts of the jet fuel supply chain.
Overall, the main goal of these guidelines is to ensure
jet fuel maintains its product quality throughout the
supply chain. It specifies, for example, the minimum set
of parameters to be tested after transporting or handling
jet fuel, the procedures for receiving jet fuel through
multiproduct pipelines, etc.
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Figure 3. Overview various jet fuel quality assurance guidelines
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2.3 Jet fuel supply to airport
Downstream logistics cover both transport and storage
of jet fuel. In this section, four transportation modes will
be discussed in the Canadian context: pipeline, truck,
rail, and barge.

FUEL TRANSPORT

2.3.1 PIPELINES

+ Risk of contamination is reduced due to single product
transport.
- Flexibility is limited should other fuel types need to be
supplied.

Transportation by pipeline is an efficient and economical
mode of transport to move finished fuels like jet fuel.14
Generally, the initial investment costs of pipelines are
high compared to the other transport modes, typically
$1M per km. Subsequent operational costs, however, are
low. This combination makes pipeline networks attractive for large airports that consume high volumes of jet
fuel. Pipelines generally vary in two respects, discussed
below with ‘+’ indicating positive aspects and ‘-’ indicating potentially negative aspects.
CONNECTION

Point to point pipeline: A direct connection between a
tank terminal and the airport’s fuel farm
+ Easy access due to limited number of shareholders
using the pipeline.
- Less redundancy of supply options which can be useful
in case of supply interruption at the tank terminal.
Network: Multiple terminals (and possibly airports) are
connected through a system of pipelines.
+ Increased redundancy and suppliers which can increase
competition and supply options.
- Military airports connected within the network may
demand additional requirements on the safety/handling of the fuel and may prevent the integration of
biojet.

Dedicated Jet pipeline: A pipeline in which only jet
fuel is transported. A pipeline connected to the airport is
generally always a dedicated jet pipeline.

Multiproduct/Fungible pipeline: A multiple product pipeline can transport a variety of products (jet,
diesel, gasoline) through a single pipeline, using batch
transport.
+ More versatile pipeline for the operator to deliver
multiple products from refineries to tank terminals
- There is a risk of contamination from fuel batches of
other fuel types which may contain FAME, sulphur or
aromatics. This is of particular concern when transporting high blend biojet.
PIPELINES IN CANADA

Pipelines are the dominant method for jet fuel delivery
to airports in Canada (NREL, 2014) with approximately 70,000 km of oil and gas pipelines. When using
multi-product pipelines, jet fuel is produced at refineries
and transported in batches (tenders) to an intermediate
storage location. From there, the fuel is transported to the
airport through a dedicated jet pipeline. As can be seen
in Figures 4 and 5, there is an extensive pipeline network
established in Canada. The Alberta area is especially well
connected with liquid pipelines, predominantly transporting crude oil. The four busiest airports in Canada have
direct pipeline connections to their fuel tank farms:
• Toronto – YYZ
• Vancouver – YVR
• Montréal – YUL
• Calgary – YYC

CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT
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Figure 4. Overview Western Canada Pipelines

Figure 5. Overview Eastern Canada Pipelines
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2.3.2 RAIL

Rail in Canada

Rail transport is an efficient terrestrial mode of transport
when no pipeline connection is available. It is limited in
its flexibility as airports are dependent on the availability
of rail networks. Fuels transported by rail use specialized tank cars generally owned by independent service
companies or fuel producers.

Canada has a well-developed railway system; the main
railways are shown in Figure 6. While this system is
extensive and connects all major urban areas, the use
of rail cars for fuel supply to airports is limited to one
airport, Toronto’s Pearson Airport – YYZ

RAIL ASSESSMENT:

+ Rail is the most efficient mode of transport when
pipelines not available.
+ Rail has high capacity, moving approximately 90
metric tonnes per rail car with train length up to 100
cars.
- Rail transport options are limited to the rail network
and (un)loading facilities at airport and refinery. These
rail networks are slow to expand coverage.

Figure 6. Canadian Railway system

2.3.3 TRUCKS

JET FUEL SUPPLY BY TRUCK IN CANADA

Supply of jet fuel to airports by truck transport is a
widely utilized transport method for smaller airports.
Trucking is the less efficient and more expensive mode
of transport; it is, however, highly flexible. This makes it
an appropriate transport mode for less densely populated
regions as well as serving as a back-up for pipeline and
rail systems.

Truck unloading facilities are available at each of
Canada’s eight largest airports. For the four smaller
airports (in bold below), trucking is the dominant or
only mode of fuel supply.

TRUCK ASSESSMENT:

+ Very flexible, beneficial for outlying regions and
smaller airports.
+ Useful as a back-up supply route for larger airports if
primary transport modes interrupt.
+ Lower investment costs and easily scalable.
- Limited capacity of approximately 25 metric tonnes
per truck.
- Expensive in operation: 0.001 USD/gallon/mile for
long distance trucking and up to 0.005 USD/gallon/
mile for short distance trucking can be used as rough
estimates.
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

• Toronto – YYZ
• Vancouver – YVR
• Montréal – YUL
• Calgary – YYC
• Edmonton – YEG
• Ottawa – YOW
• Winnipeg – YWG
• Halifax – YHZ
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2.3.4 BARGE

2.3.5 STORAGE TERMINALS

Barging jet fuel to an airport is a transport mode dependent on the airport’s location and proximal port access.
There is no airport in Canada that receives jet fuel supply
directly by barge. Barge access is, however, in place for
intermediate jet fuel terminals such as Hamilton and
Quebec City which subsequently supply jet fuel to
Toronto’s Lester Pearson Airport.

Storage terminals or ‘tank terminals’ are used as an intermediate point of fuel storage. They are often a central
point in a network pipeline system located between production facilities and end users (airports). Tank terminals
are also used by oil majors and downstream oil players
as temporary storage for fuel in response to changing
market prices. If airports have limited storage available
within their own fuel farm, storage terminals can be used
to store fuel before transfer to their fuel farm. Storage
terminals can be used as blending locations for biojet
fuel as ASTM D1655 specify that blending must take
place prior to the fuel entering an airport’s tank farm.

BARGE ASSESSMENT:

+ High capacity, ranging from 1,000 MT for small
river barge up to 100,000 MT for larger ocean tanker
vessels.
- Limited in its flexibility and highly location dependent.
It is rarely possible, or at least very expensive, to create
water ways to an airport if not already available.

Storage terminals are often owned and operated by
fuel service providers and can be rented for storage and
blending activities. In Canada, all refineries and urban
areas have multiple storage terminals nearby.

2.4 Jet fuel handling at airport
2.4.1 THE FUEL TANK FARM
At major Canadian airports, jet fuel infrastructure and
facilities required for refuelling aircraft at the terminal
are owned by a fuel consortium–a not-for-profit entity
that allows airlines operating at a participating airport to
join. Airlines with membership in the consortium share
the costs of infrastructure use proportionate to their
total fuel uplift. Refuelling services are also offered to
non-member airlines at premium rates.

Table 1. Consortium status of Canadian airports
AIRPORTS WITH FULL
CONSORTIUMS

AIRPORTS WITH
LIMITED CONSORTIUMS

Calgary – YYC

Charlottetown – YYG

Halifax – YHZ

Fredericton – YFC

Edmonton – YEG

Moncton – YQM

Hamilton– YHM

Saint John – YSJ

Montréal – YUL

St. John’s – YYT

Ottawa – YOW

Sydney – YQY

Toronto– YYZ
Vancouver – YVR
Winnipeg – YWG
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2.4.2 ‘INTO WING’ FUELLING
Into wing fuelling at airports is typically not performed
by the fuel farm consortium but by ‘into plane’ (ITP)
service providers. Examples are Menzies Aviation (ASIG
recently merged with Menzies), Swissport, and others.
These ITP agents have service agreements with the airlines, operate refueler and hydrant dispenser trucks and
take responsibility of fuel accounting for each airline.

2.4.3 CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS AND TITLE
CHANGES
Given the complexity of aviation fuel supply chains,
multiple contracts are in place throughout the supply
chain. The most relevant contracts for this report are;
•A
 viation Fuel Supply Agreements (AFSAs) between
fuel suppliers and airlines: Airlines generally procure
jet fuel directly from oil majors. AFSA contracts specify fuel quantity, quality, supply location, and price,
among other items;
•R
 egistered supplier agreements between an airport’s
fuel farm consortium and fuel suppliers: Only shareholders of the airport’s fuel farm consortium can
supply jet fuel to the airport. These shareholders are
the registered suppliers and may use an airport’s fuel
infrastructure which is usually owned by the consortium.
• S ervice agreements between transporters, such as a
pipeline operator, and an airport’s fuel farm consortium or fuel suppliers: Large airports are generally
supplied by pipeline, either point to point or via a
network, and have multiple fuel suppliers. Generally,
the fuel consortium aggregates the contracted volumes
of all suppliers and establishes a service agreement
with the transporter. In cases where fuel is supplied by
railcars or trucks, the fuel supplier may contract these
services directly.

CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT
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3. Integrating biojet fuel into the conventional fuel
supply chain
3.1 Overview of the downstream biojet fuel supply chain
At present, biojet must be blended with conventional
jet fuel before it can be used in commercial aircraft. The
blend ratio is specified for each type of biojet fuel; HEFA
has a blend limit maximum of 50%. Once biojet fuel
is blended with conventional jet fuel, the blend should
meet the same specifications as conventional jet fuel

(ASTM D1655) and can therefore be handled in the
same way. The choice for blending location, be it close to
the refinery or close to the airport, is a key consideration
in optimizing the supply chain. An overview of the
biojet fuel supply chain is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the biojet fuel supply chain

Fossil Jet
Refining

Biojet
Refining
2. Downstream logistics

3. Airport storage

4. Into wing fuelling

1. Quality Assurance
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The following sections discuss options to integrate biojet fuel at different stages of the supply chain.

3.2 Quality assurance
Biojet fuels are a blend of a neat biojet component and
a technology-specific minimum percentage of fossil jet
fuel. The final blend is certified to ASTM D1655 and/
or DefStan 91-091 conventional jet fuel specifications.
Blended biojet fuel is a ‘drop-in’ jet fuel, meaning that it
is functionally identical to conventional jet fuel.
As the ASTM D1655 standard covers only petroleum-based fuels, ASTM developed a special standard
for alternative jet fuel: D7566 Specification for Aviation
Turbine Fuel containing synthesized hydrocarbons.15
The standard contains a general section designated for
blended alternative fuels and annexes for neat alternative fuel. Each annex covers an approved production
technology.

The first step in the certification process is to certify each
neat biojet fuel batch to its corresponding D7566 annex.
Secondly, and only after blending with fossil jet fuel, the
blend is certified to the general section of D7566. Upon
certification under D7566, the blend is then automatically recertified to ASTM D1655. The newly certified
blend now meets the same specifications for handling
and use as regular Jet A-1.
Since DefStan 91-091 recognizes ASTM D7566 as the
specification for alternative jet fuels, a blend containing
ASTM D7566 certified biojet can also be certified to
DefStan 91-091. Figure 8 gives a schematic overview of
this blending and certification process.

Figure 8. Overview blending and certification of biojet fuel. The final product is a “drop-in” fuel and meets the
ASTM D1655 and/or DefStan 91-091 specifications for Jet A-1
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CoA = Certificate of Analysis
CoQ = Certificate of Quality
RCQ = Refinery Certificate of Quality
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Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are closely
involved in the development of jet fuel standards; their
approval is needed whenever a new standard is created
or an adjustment made to an existing standard. As such,
they have approved the use of ASTM D7566 biojet
fuel as a blend component for ASTM D1655/DefStan
91-091 jet fuels. Therefore, from an OEM perspective,
biojet fuel blends may be used in their aircraft, engines
and other equipment that is manufactured to operate on
fuel meeting ASTM D1655/DefStan 91-091.

“From the point of manufacture to the point of blending,
all synthetic blend components shall be handled and transported in the same manner as finished jet fuel in order to
maintain product integrity and traceability” [EI/JIG 1530]

In addition to jet fuel quality standards, quality assurance standards such as EI/JIG 1530 have also been
approved for the use of synthetic jet fuel within current
infrastructure. For quality specifications, they refer
to ASTM D7566 which is the reference standard for
synthetic jet fuel certification. The basic principle for
handling synthetic jet fuels is to treat them like conventional jet fuel for ensuring product integrity:

In contrast to EI/JIG 1530, the current Canadian CSA
B836 jet fuel quality assurance standard does not yet
include sections on biojet but is due for revision. This
is not, however, an obstacle to using biojet in Canada
as all biojet supplied into existing jet fuel infrastructure,
airport and aircraft is certified to the conventional Jet
A/A-1 specification. Being a drop-in fuel, biojet can
already be integrated into Canadian airports.

“Synthetic fuel blends are intended as ‘drop in’ fuels that
are completely equivalent to conventional jet fuels in terms
of aircraft operations. Consequently, storage and ground
handling procedures required for synthetic fuel blends are
identical to those for conventional jet fuel.” [EI/JIG 1530]

3.3 Biojet fuel supply to airport
As explained in previous sections, blending and certification to ASTM D1655 specifications is required before
biojet fuel may be supplied to an airport, i.e. blending
of neat biojet that does not meet ADTM D7566 cannot
take place at the airport tank farm as this fuel is deemed
out of specification. Although blending can take place
anywhere along the supply chain, multiple factors
determine the most logical supply chain setup: volume,
frequency of supply, location, existing jet fuel infrastructure, etc. The next two sections look more closely at key
supply chain elements: blending and final fuel delivery
logistics at the airport.
3.3.1 BLENDING
As blending increases the overall biojet volume, economic considerations encourage blending with fossil jet
fuel as close to the airport as possible. Additional factors
can determine the most suitable blending location.
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

QUALITY OF CONVENTIONAL JET FUEL

With stringent specifications for biojet fuel blends,
the quality of the conventional jet fuel used as biojet
blendstock is important. When high blend levels are
desired, the aromatics, density, flash point and freeze
point are critical parameters that must complement the
biojet’s characteristics. HEFA biojet fuel, for example,
has no aromatic content. ASTM D7566 requires that
the final fuel blend should have at least 8% aromatic
content. Thus, when a 50% blend is desired, the conventional jet fuel should contain at least 16% aromatics.
Requirements such as these limit the availability of
suitable blendstock batches. The specific requirement
of aromatic content of the final fuel blend has been one
reason why HEFA biojet blends of exactly 50% are not
commercially prevalent.
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SOURCING OF CONVENTIONAL JET FUEL

If the biorefinery has access to suitable conventional
jet fuel batches and is also equipped with blending
facilities then blending at the biorefinery is a logical
option. Blending at the biorefinery reduces the potential
for off-spec materials further along the supply chain as
there are no additional blending steps undertaken prior
to fuel testing and introduction into the commingled
fuel supply. This option, however, increases the cost of
transport logistics as the higher volume blend must be
transported from biojet refinery to airport tank farm.
Blending may also occur further downstream–at a tank
terminal, for instance, between the biojet refinery and
the airport. In this case, a preferred location would be a
tank terminal that already holds the conventional jet fuel
destined for the destination airport.
AVAILABILITY OF BLENDING INFRASTRUCTURE

As biojet fuels have only recently become available at a
commercial scale, most jet fuel terminals do not have
infrastructure in place to perform blending operations. It
should be considered that additional tankage is required:
only blended biojet can be certified to conventional jet
fuel specifications (ASTM D1655) and be supplied into
commingled fuel systems. Therefore, additional investments would be required if existing infrastructure is not
sufficient.
Since the introduction of biojet in 2009, airports are
increasingly becoming active members in biojet supply
chain development. This has opened discussions on
whether neat biojet blending should be permitted at the
airport itself thereby utilizing the locally available conventional jet fuel and further optimizing the supply chain.
Until now, however, it has been widely accepted that
only jet fuel certified to conventional jet fuel specifications may enter the airport fuel farm. This ensures the
biofuel operations are not interfering with conventional
jet fuel supply. While blending location is not covered by
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT

ASTM D7566 or D1655, DefStan 91-091 states:
“The location at which a semi-synthetic Aviation Turbine
Fuel meeting this specification is blended need not be a
refinery, but it shall be upstream of the airport fuel storage
depot”.
The EI/JIG 1530 standard acknowledges this:
“Certification of a jet fuel blend containing synthetic
components to ASTM D7566 is intended only as a step to
recertification to D1655 or DefStan 91-091, before product
enters a distribution system supplying an airport.”;
“Note: DefStan 91-091 does not permit the manufacture of
synthetic jet fuel blends within airport depots.”
The above implies there could be a scenario where neat
biojet fuel is blended in a separate tank, located at the
airport, directly connected to the airport fuel depot.
The blended biojet would then only be released into the
airport fuel depot after certification to conventional jet
fuel specifications. This has not yet been brought into
practice. The most recent development on this topic was
the Seattle-Tacoma Airport study on the inclusion of aviation biofuels.16 This study evaluated the most practical
and economic scenario for structurally supplying biojet
to Sea-Tac. Their specific recommendation was:
“A small biofuel receiving and blending facility at the SeaTac Airport Fuel Farm is the most cost-effective solution in
the short term.”
This acknowledges the aforementioned operational efficiencies. It should be noted, however, that the main goal
of this study was to investigate the economic feasibility
of integrating biojet fuel at the airport, not to make
technical conclusions that could include updating fuel
quality specifications. Hence, there is as yet no consensus
on whether blending at the airport premises is accepted,
but the growing interest to do so makes this a relevant
topic to follow.
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3.3.2 FUEL LOGISTICS TO AIRPORT
The fuel entry logistics at the airport are determined by
the biojet blending location and volume. There are three
relevant scenarios for biojet entering the airport’s fuel
system:
BIOJET INSERTED IN THE COMMINGLED SYSTEM AT
AIRPORT

The blended biojet is supplied directly into the airport’s
commingled fuel storage facility. As a result, the biojet
has become part of the airport’s fuel pool and can potentially end up in any aircraft fuelling at that airport.
BIOJET INSERTED IN A COMMINGLED DEPOT OUTSIDE
AIRPORT WITH DIRECT CONNECTION TO AIRPORT

The blended biojet is supplied into a commingled system
at a storage terminal outside the airport. Many airports
get their fuel from off-site storage terminals that are connected directly to the airport by pipeline. If that storage
terminal only supplies a specific airport then, as above,
biojet will be a part of the fuel pool used at that airport.
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BIOJET INSERTED IN A COMMINGLED DEPOT OUTSIDE
AIRPORT WITH CONNECTIONS TO MULTIPLE AIRPORTS

Pre-airport depots could also supply other terminals and
multiple airports. In such cases the supplied biojet can
potentially end up at any of the supplied terminals or
airports, and in some cases even cross borders.
It is noted that commingled fuel terminals usually keep
fuel batch identities, ensuring traceability of the fuel
(required by DefStan 91-091), whereas commingled airport fuel systems do not. Hence, once the biojet enters
the commingled airport’s fuel farm, it can no longer be
distinguished from any other jet fuel batch in the system
and can be considered “consumed” at that airport. See
section 3.5 for more detailed information.
The most suitable mode of transport for supplying biojet
into commingled fuel systems is determined mainly by
the blend terminal’s loading facility, the commingled fuel
system’s unloading facility, and the batch volume. For
example, supply by pipeline (if available) would usually
be the preferred route. Mobile options like truck, rail, or
barge can also be used.
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3.4 Fuel delivery at airport
3.4.1 INTO PLANE REFUELLING
In this report we focus on the hydrant system/integrated
refuelling, however, we’ll touch briefly on segregated
refuelling to demonstrate differences between the two
systems. In Figure 9, both refuelling methods are schematically presented.
Figure 9. Into plane refuelling
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HYDRANT SYSTEM REFUELLING

SEGREGATED REFUELLING

Hydrant system refuelling is the most efficient way of
refuelling at larger airports and was used throughout the
CBSCI project. The hydrant refuelling process includes
the following key elements:

Segregated refuelling processes use dedicated refuelling
trucks, also known as ‘bowser’ trucks. The refuelling
truck receives fuel from the tank farm or, in special circumstances such as biojet supply projects, from separate
fuel deliveries. The truck drives to the aircraft and refuels
it directly with the requested fuel amount. Segregated
refuelling methods are commonly practiced in smaller
sized airports. Larger airports may also use refueler
trucks for fuelling aircraft at locations not connected
to the hydrant system such as remote gates or cargo
terminals. Due to the limited capacity of refueler trucks
and the time required to load and unload fuel, it is less
efficient than using a hydrant system. Segregated refuelling operations increase in cost as the number and size
of aircraft receiving fuel grows, among multiple other
factors such as wage rates, vehicle maintenance, etc.

• Airport fuel tank farm
• Hydrant system (i.e. pumps, valves, hydrant pits)
• Hydrant dispensers
Once fuel arrives at the airport, and meets the applicable
specifications/certifications, the fuel farm collects fuel
from various fuel suppliers in large storage tanks. The
accounting and traceability of the fuel will be discussed
in the following section. From the fuel farm, fuel is then
pumped through a ‘hydrant system’–a pipeline network
beneath the airport’s apron. A hydrant pit is located at
each gate. When an airplane arrives at its gate, a hydrant
dispenser truck connects the airplane to the hydrant
system and dispenses the requested amount. As this
eliminates the need for refilling the refueler trucks after
each uplift, fuelling by hydrant systems are typically
more cost efficient than the alternatives.
In Canada, the use of hydrant systems began in the
1960s when Toronto Pearson International Airport
(YYZ) established a fuel consortium that began operating a hydrant system. This development was soon
followed by the development of a fuel consortium and
hydrant system at Montréal-Trudeau International
Airport (YUL).17 Current Canadian locations with
hydrant systems include (listed alphabetically)18:

In most biojet projects undertaken to date, including
projects in Canada, segregated refuelling was used as
it allowed for refuelling specific aircraft for research
purposes.19 Although less efficient, having a dedicated
refuelling truck with biojet allows the biojet molecules
to be delivered into the airplane of choice, at a specified
(and generally higher) blend level, thereby enabling more
control within the research project. This can also assist
with event marketing if a project is focussed on a single
or limited number of flights.

• Calgary – YYC
• Edmonton – YEG
• Halifax – YHZ
• Montréal – YUL
• Toronto – YYZ
• Vancouver – YVR
• Winnipeg – YWG
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT
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3.5 Traceability
Fuel traceability, whether conventional or sustainable fuel,
tracks information on the fuel origin and the journey
from point of manufacture to point of end-use. It is this
documentation trail that demonstrates to an airline (as
the fuel purchaser) that the fuel they receive is matched to
the fuel they purchased with regards to both technical fuel
quality and sustainability/emission reductions. With the
introduction of biojet fuel, traceability becomes essential.
Airlines need to be able to report their biojet fuel use
either for internal reporting and/or for reporting under
a biofuel incentive or obligated use schemes. Therefore,
suppliers of biofuel must provide transparent, consistent,
and practical traceability reporting with each batch of
biofuel that is delivered. For fuel delivery in the CBSCI,
traceability was carefully reported. A summary of the
supply chain is provided in section 4. The current section
provides general guidelines for traceability reporting.
The purpose of traceability reporting is to trace every
fuel batch back to its point of manufacture. Traceability
reports give insight into the full supply chain of a fuel
batch and is supported by documents that accompany
the fuel along the entirety of the supply chain. Generally,
the following elements should be included in traceability
documentation:
•D
 ocumentation requirements related to traceability as
indicated in fuel quality standards (ASTM, JIG, DefStan, etc.). Examples include: Refinery Certificates of
Quality, Certificates of Analysis, Release Certificates,
Bill of Ladings and other transport documents, Fuel
receipt reports, etc.;

BIOJET MANUFACTURING

•E
 very batch of biojet fuel should be given a specific
batch number directly after manufacture.
• Th
 e biojet producer must supply a declaration on the
feedstock used for the batch of fuel.
• Th
 e Refinery Certificate of Quality (RCQ) of the
biojet fuel, used to prove ASTM D7566 compliance,
should at least show the following information:
ʵʵ Specification name, issue and amendment number
(e.g. ASTM D7566-16a)
ʵʵ Name and address of testing laboratory
ʵʵ Name of manufacturer
ʵʵ Batch # or unique identifier
ʵʵ Quantity of fuel in the batch
ʵʵ Properties tested including specification limit, test
method and result of test
ʵʵ Additives, including qualification reference (RDE/A/
XXX number) and quantity added (concentration)
ʵʵ Name and position of authorized test certificate
signatory or electronic signature
ʵʵ Date of certification
• I f biojet fuel is transported to a separate location for
blending with fossil jet fuel, transport documentation
should state the biojet batch number.
• I n case of reporting under sustainability schemes,
Proofs of Sustainability (PoS) should be provided.
BLENDING

• Requirements from the end-user.

•E
 very batch of blended biojet fuel should be given a
specific batch number, and that batch number shall be
used on all documentation throughout the chain from
that moment onwards.

Following these requirements, the following guidelines
for traceability of biojet fuel batches must be followed–
note that these guidelines also relate to fossil jet fuel:

• Th
 e RCQ proving the biojet fuel blend meets ASTM
D7566 and conventional jet fuel specifications should
at least show the following information:

•R
 equirements related to voluntary reporting under sustainability/policy schemes;
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ʵʵ Point of manufacture (including the location of
blending)
ʵʵ Original source locations of blend components (biojet fuel and fossil jet fuel)
ʵʵ Certification references of blend components
ʵʵ Batch number of blend components
ʵʵ Volumes and overall blend percentage of components
•P
 roofs of Sustainability (PoS), as required under sustainability schemes.
DOWNSTREAM LOGISTICS

•E
 very transport, transfer or storage between blending
and final airport delivery should be accompanied by
documentation linking the biojet used to its upstream
supply chain. This can include a release certificate, Bill
of Lading or fuel delivery document.

• I n cases reporting under certain sustainability schemes,
Proofs of Sustainability (PoS) should accompany the
blend batch.
DELIVERY INTO COMMINGLED AIRPORT SYSTEMS

As demonstrated within CBSCI, biojet fuel can be
supplied via existing commingled storage and distribution systems at the airport. From the moment a batch
is inserted into the commingled airport system, the
specific batch identity is lost. As with conventional jet
fuel, batches of biojet cannot be physically traced to use
in individual aircraft. This is not considered a barrier to
traceability provided applicable sustainability schemes
accept both demonstration of delivery to the airport fuel
system and downstream allocation of fuel based on a
mass balance or book-and-claim system.

3.6 Accounting and reporting
Accounting of biojet volumes and characteristics substantiates that the fuel has been delivered to, and used by, the
intended airline. Such accounting is necessary to convey
the emission benefits from biojet use. Accounting is also
used to convey sustainability information. Accounting will
differ based on the fuelling method used:
DIRECT FUELLING

Reporting of biojet through segregated refuelling exercises is comparatively straight-forward; tracking fuel
reporting by means of quantity, quality and transport
documentation can demonstrate the use of biojet by a
given airline. The batch number created at source will
not change nor will the fuel be mixed with other batches
until end-use which makes proof-of-use straightforward.
COMMINGLED SYSTEMS

identity the moment it is mixed with other fuel batches.
As shown in section 3.3.1, the precise time and location of
batch identity loss will depend on supply chain specifics.
Biojet can be inserted into existing aviation fuel infrastructure at different points in the supply chain and,
once blended, can move downstream through the supply
chain without being physically traced as biojet. It is
therefore necessary to:
A. Demonstrate that a specific amount of biojet has
entered the aviation system;
B. Allocate the use of biojet to end users, usually a specific airline and aircraft.
Both (A) and (B) must be connected in reporting fuel
delivery which is established practice for conventional fuel.

Reporting of biojet supplied via commingled systems
differs from direct fuelling. The biojet batch loses its batch
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT
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REPORTING

As discussed in the previous section, delivering biojet
into a commingled storage facility creates a situation
where physical traceability of the fuel is no longer possible. It is therefore essential to establish this link through
administrative means.
This documentation process is already in place within
conventional jet fuel batches delivered to airlines.

Airlines have various contracts with one or more jet
fuel suppliers. Figure 10 shows the current commingled
fuel supply system. In a commingled storage situation,
various fuel suppliers (Suncor Energy, Shell Canada,
Imperial Oil, et al.) have contracts with one or more
airlines. The fuel they deliver, however, is then mixed in
commingled storage at which point it can no longer be
traced back to the supplier. The airline consuming jet
fuel from the hydrant system can only link this fuel to its
supplier on a contractual, invoice or accounting basis.

Figure 10. Contracts and fuel uptake

Delivery to airfraft
through hydrant
system

Fuel supplier
contracts
Fuel delivery
in commingled
storage
SUSTAINABILITY COMPLIANCE

When inserting biojet fuel into a commingled storage
system, administrative reporting is needed to link the
end-user of the fuel with the sustainability attributes
of the fuel. When an airline wants to claim the CO2
benefits of using biojet, these benefits are tied to the
sustainability requirements stated by a given scheme.
As Canadian policy on such requirements is still under
development (e.g. Clean Fuel Standard), an example of
sustainability compliance from the European Renewable
Energy Directive is provided below.

EU RENEWABLE ENERGY DIRECTIVE
SUSTAINABILITY COMPLIANCE
To comply with EU RED sustainability requirements
a biojet user should prove both fuel delivery and consumption. The process of proving these two elements is
discussed in the following:
DEMONSTRATING FUEL DELIVERY

• Biojet procurement records of supplier
•B
 iojet import documents in storage terminal (optional
if directly entered fuel farm)
•P
 roof of Sustainability (PoS) from supplier, confirming
the biojet sustainability
•T
 ransport documents from manufacture up to final delivery at airport, e.g.: loading documents or bill of ladings
•P
 oS to client (airline) including sustainability of full
supply chain
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4. CBSCI biojet supply chain
The supply chain used within the CBSCI project was
integrated with aviation fossil fuel supply chains to the
extent possible under current market and operational
circumstances. The supply chain consisted of multiple
steps:

Figure 11 provides a schematic overview of the supply
chain, distinguishing the part of the supply chain that
was integrated and the part that was segregated. Figure
12 provides more detail on each logistic step.

• HEFA biojet production at AltAir Fuels in California
•F
 ossil jet fuel sourcing and blending with HEFA biojet
at AltAir Fuels
•T
 ransport of biojet blend from AltAir Fuels to Toronto
Pearson Airport
ʵʵ Trucking the biojet blend to the Ventura railyard in
Los Angeles and loading into railcars
ʵʵ Railing from Los Angeles to the Toronto railyard by
EPIC Fuels
ʵʵ Linking biojet railcars to a regular fossil jet fuel train
bound for Toronto Pearson Airport by CN and Air
Canada at the Toronto railyard
• S upply of biojet into commingled fuel farm at Toronto
YYZ airport by ASIG and Air Canada
Figure 11. Schematic representation of the CBSCI supply chain
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of CBSCI biojet supply chain
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4.1 Biojet production
Within the CBSCI project, procurement of commercial
biojet included a single refinery producing biojet on a
consistent basis in Los Angeles.
AltAir Fuels uses Honeywell UOP’s EcofiningTM technology to produce Hydrotreated Esters and Fatty Acids
(HEFA) biojet. This process can use plant-derived oils,
animal fats & greases, UCO and Algal oils as inputs.
This process deoxygenates the feedstock’s triglycerides
and fatty acids and isomerizes, or cracks, the straight
chain paraffins into the final products: renewable diesel
and synthetic paraffinic kerosene–biojet. HEFA was
certified under ASTM D7566 as an approved production pathway for biojet fuel in July 2011.20
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For this project, AltAir Fuels produced 70,600 litres of
neat HEFA biojet fuel to fuel specifications as defined
under Annex 2 of ASTM D7566. Used cooking oil was
the feedstock which is the primary feedstock processed
by AltAir Fuels. As discussed above, before HEFA
biojet fuel is allowed in commercial aviation it requires
blending with fossil jet fuel to meet the specifications
for conventional jet fuel (ASTM D1655). The blending
approach used in the project is discussed below.
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4.2 Blending with fossil jet fuel and certification
Multiple factors influence the choice of blending
location as explained in section 3.3. Given the distance
between AltAir Fuels refinery and the Toronto Pearson
Airport, the initial plan was to rail the neat biojet fuel
and blend the fuels within the greater Toronto area. This
would have minimized logistic costs by reducing the
volume that needed to be transported from Los Angeles.
However, several hurdles were identified in setting up a
dedicated blending operation for a one-off project with
relatively small volume. Considerations for the choice of
blending method and location included:

•B
 lending HEFA biojet with fossil jet is rarely done
directly in railcars but rather in tank terminals. The
one-off character and relatively small volume of the
project did not allow for arranging a dedicated blend
tank at a terminal. The main challenge for blending at
a rail yard is transferring the fuel from one railcar into
another without compromising product quality. Furthermore, measuring fuel flows, required for determining the blend ratio, and ensuring the blend is homogeneously mixed, required for certification, make railcar
blending a cumbersome and challenging operation.

•A
 ltAir’s refinery provides on-site blending facilities and
is set-up to supply biojet fuel to the nearby LAX airport.
As a result, AltAir generally loads blended biojet. Loading neat HEFA is possible but would require flushing
biojet infrastructure adding costs and logistics implications to AltAir Fuel’s strict loading schedule. Therefore,
requests and orders for neat HEFA are generally aggregated to minimize this impact, and very strict advance
planning is required to make this possible.

AltAir generally sells blended biojet and has vast experience with blending which is standard practice and occurs
on-site. AltAir also arranges sourcing of the compatible
conventional jet fuel batches required for achieving an
on-spec blend. Sampling and certification of the blended
biojet is done by an independent quality surveyor.

• J et fuel quality standards and guidelines require that
neat biojet is treated as conventional jet fuel to assure
product quality. However, dedicated jet fuel trucks
and railcars are not usually intensively cleaned between
uses. Given the strict specification limits on aromatics
and sulfur for neat biojet, any residual content in rail
tanks (e.g. tank heel) in these transport vehicles could
potentially render the neat biojet off-spec.

In consideration of these factors, for this project it was
decided to source blended biojet at AltAir and transport
blended biojet by railcar directly into Toronto airport’s
fuel farm, rather than set up a one-off dedicated blending operation.

•T
 ransporting 71k liters of HEFA requires one railcar
with a gross capacity of approximately 110k liters.
Blends with close to the maximum blend ratio of 50%
risk producing an off-spec blend. Consequently blending is generally done below this maximum resulting in
the blended biojet requiring three railcars. Although
transporting jet fuel by railcars is common practice, it
is usually in much larger volumes; securing a few railcars for a one-off project like CBSCI was challenging.
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4.3 Logistics from Los Angeles to Toronto
Since AltAir has loading facilities only for trucks, a transfer operation into the railcars was set up by SkyNRG
with nearby Ventura Transfer Company who specialize
in transferring hazardous cargoes. A total of 9 trucks
were loaded with blended biojet, certified to ASTM
D1655, and delivered to the Ventura Transfer Company.
On November 21st and 22nd, 2017, three railcars were
loaded with the biojet blend by Ventura under supervision of SkyNRG.
Since conductivity limits of jet fuel are not specified by
ASTM D1655 and are not required for supplying US
airports, AltAir does not dose electrical conductivity
improver like Stadis 450 to their biojet blends. Canadian
airports however operate by CSA B836 guidelines, specifying conductivity limits, and hence dosing of Stadis
450 was required. SkyNRG and Air Canada offered the
following evaluation:
•D
 ue to the poor solubility of Stadis 450 in jet fuel,
Stadis 450 is generally added by an in-line mixing system during the transfer of jet fuel. This mixing system
was available at neither the Ventura Transfer Company, nor at the discharge facility of Toronto YYZ’s fuel
farm. Without such mixing, a non-homogeneous mix
might result in samples, showing too low or high conductivity limits. Furthermore, it is known that Stadis
450 also has an influence on the microseparometer
(MSEP) results and might even render this parameter
off-spec.
• Th
 e effectivity of Stadis decays over time and with lower
temperatures. The blended biojet was loaded in a warmer Los Angeles climate compared with Toronto’s colder
winter climate. Combined with the transport distance,
it was expected that the effectiveness of the Stadis would
be diminished by time of arrival at Toronto.
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• Th
 e blended biojet volume would be supplied into
Toronto YYZ’s storage tank and mixed with a significant proportion of fossil jet fuel already meeting
conductivity limits. It was therefore anticipated that
the final mix in the storage tank would still easily meet
the conductivity requirements even if the biojet arrived
without Stadis.
Based on the above, SkyNRG and Air Canada determined to forego Stadis addition at Ventura and instead
receive the blended fuel without Stadis, opting instead
to confirm acceptable conductivity of the fuel tank at
Toronto Pearson after addition of the biojet blend was
commingled with a larger volume of fossil jet fuel.
The logistics of the railcars from Los Angeles to Toronto
was arranged by SkyNRG in cooperation with EPIC
Fuels. Rail operators Union Pacific (UP) and Canadian
National Railway (CN) were contracted for transport.
UP transported the loaded railcars from Los Angeles
to Chicago where they were switched to CN for transport across the US/Canada border at Sarnia and on to
Toronto.
Before entering Canada, the railcars were cleared by
customs for import into Canada. EPIC, having a US and
Canadian entity, acted as the importer of record. During
the customs clearance it was learned that every entity
transporting bulk volumes of hazardous cargo by rail
in Canada is required to have an Emergency Response
Assistance Plan (ERAP) registered with Transport
Canada. EPIC at that time did not have such an ERAP
and registering one would have taken up to three weeks.
It was agreed that the ERAP of Air Canada, transporting
jet fuel regularly, would meet the requirements for the
transport between Chicago and Toronto. Approval was
granted by Transport Canada and transport continued
after approximately two days of delay.
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Figure 13. Clear & Bright test prior to unloading at PIFFC.

At Toronto’s MacMillan railyard, the railcars were
connected to Air Canada’s regular fossil jet fuel train,
operated by CN, bound for YYZ airport. This marked
the point at which the biojet integrated with the existing
jet fuel supply chain. It was planned to deliver all three
biojet railcars together, but minor damage to one of
the biojet railcars was identified and required repair by
CN at the railyard resulting in the biojet rail cars being
split up. When the other two railcars were delivered to
Toronto Pearson International Fuel Farm Corporation

(PIFFC), it was found the dimensions of the biojet
railcars were larger than Air Canada’s fossil jet railcars,
resulting in misalignment with the unloading gantry
system. The two railcars containing biojet were removed
and rearranged to solve the issue. They were delivered
again, successfully, on 20 December, 2017. The third
railcar was repaired and also delivered successfully the
next morning on 21 December. The entire transport
from Los Angeles to PIFFC took 3 weeks.

4.4 Supply into Pearson International Fuel Facilities Corporation
commingled fuel farm
Although the biojet came with the same quality certificates as regular fossil jet fuel, Air Canada provided a
courtesy notice to the other fuel consortium members
on the introduction of biojet fuel into the commingled
system.
On 20-21 December, 2017, the three biojet railcars
were unloaded at Pearson International Fuel Facilities
Corporation (PIFFC). Following standard CSA B836
procedures, prior to unloading, the railcars’ seal numbers
were checked and the biojet sampled and tested on
appearance (Clear & Bright) and density. No anomalies
were identified and all fuel was unloaded successfully
into one of PIFFC’s storage tanks.
CBSCI OPERATIONS REPORT
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Figure 14. Clear & Bright test prior to unloading at
PIFFC.

Figure 15. Biojet railcars lined up together with fossil
jet fuel railcars for unloading at PIFFC.

The storage tank was sampled for quality control and found on-spec on 23 December 2017.

4.5 Contractual structure
Airlines generally procure jet fuel directly from major oil
companies via Aviation Fuel Supply Agreements (AFSA)
which specify fuel quantity, quality, supply location and
price. For biojet these are called Sustainable AFSA, or
SAFSA.
For CBSCI, SkyNRG and Air Canada entered into
a SAFSA for supplying blended biojet by railcar at
Toronto Pearson Airport. As per the project agreement,
the premium price of the biofuel was covered by the
project’s funding, hence the biojet price in the SAFSA
was based only on jet fuel market pricing.
Apart from the SAFSA, SkyNRG had a supply contract
in place with AltAir Fuels for the blended biojet and a
logistics contract with EPIC Fuels for the transport from
Los Angeles to Toronto.
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4.6 Quality assurance and fuel accounting in CBSCI
QUALITY ASSURANCE

FUEL ACCOUNTING

Quality assurance is of crucial importance to the aviation
fuel supply chain. For CBSCI, quality assurance consisted of the following:

CBSCI fuel was allocated to flights on Earth Day 2018
(April 22, 2018) as per Table 2. All flights originated
from Toronto Pearson Airport and continued to multiple
Canadian destinations.

• Th
 e blended biojet fuel sourced from AltAir Fuels
came with an ASTM D1655 (latest issue) Certificate
of Analysis issued by an independent quality surveyor.
• Th
 e fuel trucks, railcars, and transfer equipment were
all dedicated to jet fuel and visually inspected prior
to loading. When necessary, remaining tank heel was
removed and equipment cleaned before loading.
•A
 fter loading, all inlet and outlets of the storage compartments were sealed, and numbers recorded on the
transport documents.
• Th
 e biojet fuel was visually inspected prior to unloading into the PIFFC fuel farm.
Furthermore, all operations were carried out to locally
applicable quality assurance guidelines such as EI/JIG
1530, API 1543 and 1595 and CSA B836.
At unloading, title of the blended biojet transferred
from SkyNRG to Air Canada. The blended biojet was
registered into the PIFFC inventory and commingled
with other jet fuel batches. After being commingled, the
biojet loses its batch identity and can no longer be physically traced within the fuel system. The biojet molecules
are dispersed to throughout the fuel system potentially
fuelling any aircraft at YYZ. Allocation of the biojet to
Air Canada was done administratively on a mass balance
basis.
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Table 2: CBSCI fuel allocation
COUNT FLIGHT #

DEP

ARR

DATE 2018

DEP

ARR

AIRCRAFT LITERS

TOTAL

BLEND
RATIO

1

AC480

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

6:30

7:42

320

7,600

7,600

30%

2

AC133

YYZ

YYC

SU 22 APR

7:00

9:16

7M8

16,000

23,600

30%

3

AC400

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

7:00

8:12

320

7,600

31,200

30%

4

AC259

YYZ

YWG

SU 22 APR

8:00

9:37

E90

9,000

40,200

30%

5

AC402

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

8:00

9:12

321

9,400

49,600

30%

6

AC137

YYZ

YYC

SU 22 APR

8:10

10:25

7M8

16,000

65,600

30%

7

AC442

YYZ

YOW

SU 22 APR

8:10

9:10

E90

4,625

70,225

30%

8

AC404

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

9:00

10:12

320

7,600

77,825

30%

9

AC139

YYZ

YYC

SU 22 APR

10:00

12:16

7M8

16,000

93,825

30%

10

AC406

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

10:00

11:12

320

7,600

101,425

30%

11

AC261

YYZ

YWG

SU 22 APR

10:05

11:37

319

11,875

113,300

30%

12

AC446

YYZ

YOW

SU 22 APR

10:10

11:10

E90

4,625

117,925

30%

13

AC107

YYZ

YVR

SU 22 APR

10:15

12:20

320

20,750

138,675

30%

14

AC408

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

11:00

12:12

320

7,600

146,275

30%

15

AC410

YYZ

YUL

SU 22 APR

12:00

13:12

320

7,600

153,875

30%

16

AC450

YYZ

YOW

SU 22 APR

12:10

13:10

E90

4,625

158,500

30%

17

AC143

YYZ

YYC

SU 22 APR

12:45

15:01

7M8

16,000

174,500

30%

18

AC111

YYZ

YVR

SU 22 APR

12:45

14:50

319

20,375

194,875

30%

19

AC263

YYZ

YWG

SU 22 APR

12:55

14:32

E90

9,000

203,875

30%

20

AC452

YYZ

YOW

SU 22 APR

13:10

14:10

320

6,625

210,500

30%

21

AC145

YYZ

YYC

SU 22 APR

14:40

16:56

7M8

16,000

226,500

30%

23

AC271

YYZ

YWG

SU 22 APR

21:00

22:37

E90

8,574

235,074

29%
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4.7 Life Cycle Analysis
A Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) was performed on the final
biojet blend, evaluating every step in the supply chain on
its Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, up to and including usage at YYZ.
Although the complete supply chain for this biojet batch
was not certified under the Roundtable on Sustainable
Biomaterials (RSB), SkyNRG conducted the LCA
following RSB calculation methodology. SkyNRG is a
Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB) certified
operator and AltAir Fuels facility is also RSB certified.

Consequently, the biojet batch was compared to RSB’s
standard comparison baseline of 3,96 kg CO2eq/kg.
The LCA and achieved GHG reduction is presented in
the figure below.

Figure 16. LCA CO2 emission reduction
BioGrace/RSB (via SkyNRG Information)

Fuel Batch # A1980-17-16

Mass:

Volume:

Constants:

kg CO2eq/kg

kg CO2eq/L

Feedstock (UCO)

0.00000

0.00000

1000 KG/T

Hydrotreatment at AltAir

0.97991

0.74473

0.808 kg/L Jet fuel density

Blending at AltAir

0.03209

0.02439

37.4 MJ/L Jet fuel density

Transport (AltAir - YYZ)

0.18169

0.13808

0.76 kg/L Biojet density

YYZ airport operations

0.00020

0.00015

36 MJ/L Biojet density

Total

1.19388

0.90735

3.96

3.20

-69.85%

-71.64%

RSB fossil baseline (kgCO2eq/kg product)
GHG savings

30% Biojet Blend % in CBSCI

90 gCO2e/MJ RSB Jet Baseline

Per Litre GHG reductions:
Neat Biojet GHG reduction (KG/L)

2.29

30% Biojet GHG reduction (KG/L)

0.69

GHG reduction from fossil baseline caused by biojet blending:
Total Litres (Blended)

235,074.00

GHG reductions (KG)

161,660.24

GHG reductions (Tonnes)
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4.8 Going forward points of consideration
The CBCSI project demonstrated biojet fuel can be integrated into existing jet fuel infrastructure at Canadian
airports. The following should be considered for biojet
integration in future supply chains.

from the earliest practical moment possible is recommended. Integration could take place at commingled
pre-airport storage terminals or even further upstream at
intermediate tank terminals.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

MILITARY ACTIVITY

Quality assurance guidelines state that only Jet A-1
certified fuel may be supplied to airport fuel farms. Even
though blended biojet fuel comes with such a certificate
and is thus considered a “drop-in” fuel, engagement
with relevant stakeholders prior to supplying biojet fuel
into commingled fuel systems is advised. Stakeholders
include the fuel consortium shareholders, airlines, and
may also include fuel handlers and airport authorities.

Military aviation uses jet fuel with slightly different
specifications than Jet A-1. The most important difference are the use of additives (Static Dissipater Additive–
anti-statics, Fuel System Icing Inhibitor–FSII, corrosion
inhibitor, etc.). The use of synthetic components in
military jet fuel is allowed by international military
fuel standards, however, there are some military aircraft
manufacturers that do not accept the use of synthetic
components in their aircrafts. As some pipeline networks
supplying jet fuel to civil airports also serve military airports, biojet supplied to civil airports via a shared pipeline network could introduce biojet molecules into the
military airport tank farm. This possibility may constrain
insertion points of biojet fuel into the conventional jet
fuel supply chain. It is therefore advised to always check
for any military activity within the considered supply
chain.

FUEL CONDUCTIVITY

Regional fuel quality assurance guidelines may define
fuel conductivity limits. As explained in section 4.3,
determining and administering dosage of electrical conductivity improvers like Stadis 450 is a delicate operation
and care should be taken to determine where in the
supply chain to add such additives and in what quantity.
In large supply chains, it is generally added at pre-airport
storage terminals, marking them a suitable location for
the integration of biojet fuel.

Despite slight differences in fuel specifications, airworthiness organisations put effort towards harmonizing
USE OF EXISTING JET FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE
civil and military quality standards as much as possible.
Developments towards such harmonisation are seen in
Decades of experience and a highly competitive market
landscape have made conventional jet fuel infrastructure Europe at the NATO Central European Pipeline System
(CEPS). This network was built to supply jet fuel to
highly efficient. Being a drop-in fuel, Biojet should
military airfields in 5 NATO countries, but in practice
use this existing infrastructure as much as possible to
most of its capacity is used to supply large civil airports.
minimize operational burden and avoid unnecessary
Because of military activity on the network, CEPS does
costs. The one-off biojet fuel supply chain for CBSCI
not permit synthetic biojet fuel entering the system
was segregated until the point where it could be inteand while military equipment manuals generally refer
grated within existing jet fuel infrastructure. While the
to international Jet A-1 fuel quality standards, not all
integration of the biojet railcars into the fossil jet fuel
train proceeded without major issues, it required careful military OEMs have approved its use. Discussions are
currently ongoing to approve the use of synthetic fuels
preparation and planning. For larger and more permanent biojet supply chains, utilizing existing infrastructure and approval is expected in the coming years.
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6. Endnotes / References
1. ASTM D1655, Standard Specification for Aviation Turbine Fuels. This specification defines the minimum property
requirements for Jet A and Jet A-1 aviation turbine fuel and lists acceptable additives for use in civil operated engines
and aircrafts.
2. ASTM committee D02 on Petroleum Products, Liquid Fuels, and Lubricants.
3. UK MoD Defence Standard 91-091, Turbine Fuel, Aviation Kerosine Type, JET A-1 NATO Code: F-35 Joint Service
Designation: AVTUR. This Defence Standard specifies the requirements for one grade of kerosene type aviation turbine
fuel intended for use in aircraft gas turbine engines.
4. JIG AFQRJOS, Aviation Fuel Quality Requirements for Jointly Operated Systems. The agreed specification requirements
for jet fuel supplied into joint venture locations.
5. Gosudarstvennye Standarty State Standard Gost (GOST) 10227, Jet Fuel Specifications.
6. Standards Administration of China (SAC) GB 6537, No.3 Jet Fuel.
7. JIG 1, Aviation Fuel Quality Control & Operating Standards For Into-Plane Fuelling Services. This document gives
guidelines for the design and maintenance of fuelling equipment and the operating and quality control procedures to be
used in joint into-plane fuelling services.
8. JIG 2, Aviation Fuel Quality Control & Operating Standards For Airport Depots & Hydrants. This document provides
guidelines relevant to quality control considerations for the design of joint airport storage and handling systems and for
the operating and quality control procedures to be used in such systems.
9. EI/JIG 1530, Quality Assurance Requirements For The Manufacture, Storage And Distribution Of Aviation Fuel To
Airports. This document specifies mandatory provisions and good practice recommendations for maintaining aviation
fuel quality in refineries, storage, distribution and transport systems including those delivering to airports. The document covers: facilities design and construction; product manufacture; batching; testing; release; storage and handling;
receipt and discharge; quality assurance requirements; and operational procedures.
10. Airlines for America ATA-103, Standard for Jet Fuel Quality Control at Airports. This document provides guidance
for the safe storage and distribution of jet fuel at airports as currently practiced in the commercial aviation industry.
11. API 1543, Documentation, Monitoring and Laboratory Testing of Aviation Fuel During Shipment from Refinery to
Airport. This recommended practice (RP) was developed to provide guidance on the development of an aviation fuel
monitoring and testing program for aviation fuel from point of manufacture to delivery to airport. “Proper handling”
entails documenting and testing aviation fuel quality as the product is transported throughout the supply chain to
maintain original product specification.
12. API 1595, Design, Construction, Operation, Maintenance, and Inspection of Aviation Pre-Airfield Storage Terminals.
This recommended practice (RP) contains basic requirements for the design, construction, operation, and maintenance
of pre-airfield storage terminals located directly upstream of the airport.
13. CSA B836, Storage, handling, and dispensing of aviation fuels at aerodromes. This Standard specifies the minimum
design, construction, operation, maintenance, and emergency response requirements for the storage, handling, and
dispensing of aviation fuels at aerodromes.
14. NRCan Pipeline Safety Facts Sheets, accessed December 2018 at https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/infrastructure/13751
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15. ASTM D7566, Standard Specification for Aviation Turbine Fuel Containing Synthesized Hydrocarbons. This specification covers the manufacture of aviation turbine fuel that consists of conventional and synthetic blending components.
16. Aviation Biofuels Infrastructure Feasibility Study, November 2016. Sea-Tac airport, accessed December 2018 at
https://www.portseattle.org/file-documents/aviation-biofuels-infrastructure-feasibility-study
17. Fuel Consortia description, accessed December 2018 at http://fsmgroup.ca/canadian-fuel-consortia
18. Fuel Consortia airport information, accessed December 2018 at http://fsmgroup.ca/canadian-fuel-consortia/
canadian-airport-information
19. Used in the CAAFCER project, where biojet was used for contrail formation research.
20. ICAO Alternative fuel approval status, accessed December 2018 at https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/
Pages/AltFuels-Q4-1.aspx
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